Targeting endogenous inhibitors of apoptosis for treatment of cancer, stroke and multiple sclerosis.
The inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) genes have emerged as probably the most important intrinsic regulators of apoptosis. The members of the IAP family are highly conserved in evolutionarily distant species and perform the critical role of binding to and inhibiting distinct caspases. This inhibition is mediated by discrete baculoviral IAP repeat domains that, in a domain-specific manner, inhibit either the initiator or executioner caspases. As such the function of IAPs lies at the very centre of virtually all apoptotic pathways. Since many, if not most, human pathologies involve aberrant apoptosis, the modulation of IAP levels or their activity offers huge therapeutic potential for treatment of various disorders. Indeed, available data suggest that the therapeutic downregulation of IAPs by antisense targeting or their adenovirally-mediated overexpression, can in fact be used to successfully modulate cell death.